EXPLANATION OF THE USE CASES FOR HIEROCOIN BAR

HIEROCOIN
LITE PAPER

ALWAYS AHEAD OF THE GAME.
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ABOUT
HIERO
Hieroglyphics the band was founded by Del the Funky
Homosapien. Members include Casual, Del, Dj Toure, Domino, Pep
Love, and the Souls of Mischief (Tajai, Aplus, Opio, and Phesto).

Hieroglyphics has always been on the cutting

Stepping into the crowd after each performance

edge of technology. Hiero was one of the first

to sell merchandise to fans was expected after

bands to sell music online, starting in 1995. In

Hiero's encores.

fact, their award-winning website was online
before many companies knew the internet

In 2014, while trying to buy a currency for a

would be a mainstay in our culture.

virtual world called Second-Life, one of the
founding members, Casual, was introduced to

From early internet success to their mayor-

cryptocurrency. Within two years Hiero had a

commemorated holiday in Oakland California,

fork of Litecoin deployed to its own blockchain,

Hiero Day, Hieroglyphics has always played the

called Hierocoin.

role of a trailblazer in the music industry.
Hieroglyphics has always represented jetAfter making their first property acquisition in

setting, cutting-edge art, lyricism, and new

2004, Hieroglyphics became ambitious in

technology. And now with Hierocoin we step into

pursuing their independent endeavors. They

the crypto space with a great use case for our

began to build a merchandising empire.

cryptocurrency, Hierocoin $BAR.
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HIEROCOIN
BAR
A COMMUNITY TOKEN

Hierocoin BAR is a Community Token for Crowdfunding
the Hierocoin DAO and Much More

Hierocoin is a community token for crowdfunding the build of the Hierocoin DAO. The symbol for
Hierocoin is $BAR. BAR is a BEP20 token that runs on the Binance Smart Chain. BAR will also serve as the
native currency of the Hierocoin DAO.
Most DAOs have governance tokens that give each member voting rights. Hierocoin BAR is not a
governance token. BAR is a community cryptocurrency with the crowdfunding purpose of building a
DAO. Once established the Hierocoin DAO will initiate a system that brings market scarcity to BAR
tokens.
BAR holders can also use BAR to farm more BAR on Hiero Farms. Our initial liquidity pair is locked for one
year and the token will remain tradable for BNB on Pancake Swap. Other liquidity pairs will be added
within a year's time.
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HIEROCOIN
BAR
A COMMUNITY TOKEN

Hierovr.com, Gaming, and other use cases for Hierocoin
BAR

BAR is also a metaverse currency in

Funding the build of the Hierocoin DAO is why

Hieroglyphics’ metaverse world - Hierovr.com.

BAR exists. BAR functions as a currency branded

Users will be able to shop and enjoy unique

after Hieroglyphics but has nothing to do with

experiences in Hierovr.com in exchange for BAR.

the success or failures of Hieroglyphics,

This will allow seamless in-metaverse purchases

Hieroglyphics Imperium, or Hieroglyphics

of real-world and virtual items.

Enterprises LLC. BAR is a cryptocurrency
branded after the music group used to

Currently, gaming and metaverse currencies are

crowdfund the Hiercoin DAO.

the fastest growing sector in the cryptocurrency
space. Our plans with BAR and hierovr.com are in

BAR serves as the only currency the Hierocoin

sync with the growing blockchain culture. We

DAO will offer to incubate projects. See

intend to add another layer of entertainment to

Hierocoin DAO whitepaper.

the gaming aspect of the metaverse by hosting
unique virtual world quests for hidden tokens.
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TOKENOMICS

TOTAL SUPPLY

93,000,000 BAR

INITIAL LIQUIDITY OFFERING 50,000,000 BAR 53.76%
LIQUIDITY
TO HIEROGLYPHICS THE BAND
FOR HIEROCOIN FARMS
AIRDROPS

33,810,000 BAR 36.35%
9,000,000 BAR 9.68%
300,000 BAR 0.32%
7500 BAR 0.00806452%

Our tokenomics depends upon the outcome of our Unicrypt pre-sale. If we reach
our hard cap goal of 1000 BNB the total supply will be 93,000,000 BAR. Anything less
and excess tokens are burned by Unicrypt. This measure is to protect pre-sale
investors.
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HIEROCOIN
DETAILS
MORE INFO ABOUT HIEROCOIN BAR
BAR token contract address: 0x34550001Fbf7d6e42e812763C91eF96F129742AB
Unicrypt pre-sale contract: 0x9de1d45b290705d1602c2ce317909e5a46db99af
Unicrypt liquidity locker: to be updated after pre-sale. See pre-sale contract
Token audit: https://github.com/OpenZeppelin/openzeppelin-contracts/tree/master/audit
Token audit 2: In progress by Solidity.Finance
KYC: Performed by Solidproof.io
Trading Pair BAR/BNB
Exchange: Pancakeswap
Project Manager: Jonathan Owens
Developer: Jonathan Owens
The Band: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hieroglyphics_(group)

A SOLID COMMUNITY CURRENCY
Just like most cryptocurrencies with a good use
case, the key to creating effective cryptocurrencies
lies in their utility. Consistency in branding is
important for businesses, but good tokenomics, a
proven trustworthy team, and a 25-year-old
fanbase set Hierocoin apart from other cryptos.
BAR will fund the creation of the first legal DAO for
the Arts. The Hierocoin DAO.
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OUR TEAM

Jonathan "Casual" Owens
PROJECT MANAGER
Author, Songwriter, Producer, Independent Researcher,
and quasi-Developer, Jonathan Owens reads Ancient
Egyptian hieroglyphs fluently. Studying blockchain
technology since 2012, Jonathan achieved his first fork of
litecoin in 2014 becoming the first "rapper" with a
blockchain.

Brooks Boyd
DEVELOPER
Brooks Boyd is a super developer and was really the brains
behind Casual's 2014 fork of Litecoin. Brooks currently
works with Midnight Designs and Ponderware and is our
first cal

Hieroglyphics
THE CREW
Hieroglyphics crew forever.
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CONTACT US
1200 50th Ave, Oakland Ca, 94601
www.hieroglyphics.com
info@hieroglyphics.com

www.hieroglyphics.com 1200 50th Ave, Oakland Ca, 94601

